
 

Here are seven steps for achieving the founding of your own Kingdom in The Settlers 7. -Start by creating a person in Settlers 7, making sure to assign him or her the "Kingdom Founder" profession. A female founder is better suited for this role because she can then have two children, one male and one female. -Work on building up your resources during the first year through small farmsteads, mines,
and quarries plus learning skills. -Build up an army of infantry units to defend against raiders by capturing their camps with an attacking army of military units while they are outside their camps doing raids on your territory. -After one year, you will be able to begin building farms, fields of grain, and granaries. -If you wish to create your own Royal family or divide the kingdom with your spouse or
children, after another year of building up your resources, build houses for them. -After three additional years of development of resources you can build up to six farms on either side of the royal palace for the king and queen. They can marry at any point during this time period. Once started, The Settlers 7 requires a lot of time to master. There are many things you can do in the game, and you will
most likely need several hours before getting acquainted with the game. A good thing to start with is to locate all of the villages on your map. For this, press Browse, then Group by Villages. This will show all of your farms and mines that produce resources. You can also view your troops under Troops in the Browse menu. To quickly get an overview of how to play Settlers 7, you can read through this
manual or watch tutorial videos on YouTube. 

In addition to the original Settlers series, The Settlers 7 has been confirmed for release in China in 2016, with the help of "Splendid China", a Chinese game publisher. Prior to this announcement in 2014, this game had never been released outside of Germany. There is also evidence that it was also once in development in Poland.

Settlers 7: Gold Edition is the name of the German version of The Settler 7 Gold Edition 

Originally released on August 10, 2001, The Settler 8 was developed by Blue Byte Software and published by Blue Byte GmbH & Co KG (formerly known as Blue Byte Software). The Settler 7 was released on May 28, 2010. It is being developed by Blue Byte Software GmbH. It has been announced for release in China by Splendid Interactive in 2016, with the help of "Splendid China", a Chinese
game publisher. On July 3, 2012, Blue Byte Software GmbH announced that they would be focusing their development on mobile and tablet systems. And that The Settlers would be coming to mobile soon.

The Settlers Online is based on The Settlers 7: Paths To A Kingdom and was published by Ubisoft in early 2011.
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